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BALTIMO
ORE, Md. (July 30, 2017) – Amid the increased q uantification
n of scientifiic research aand a
proliferattion of large
e, complex data sets exp
panding the sscope for staatistics, debaate has been
n
brewing in the scienttific commun
nity about th
he use and vvalidity of p‐‐values. Andrew Gelman
n,
professor of statistics and politiccal science and director oof the Applieed Statistics Center at
hane, associaate professoor of marketting at North
hwestern
Columbiaa University;; Blake McSh
Universitty; and Jeffre
ey Leek, asso
ociate professor in the ddepartment of biostatisttics at Johns
Hopkins University Bloomberg
B
Scchool of Pub
blic Health, w
will present new approaaches to
addressin
ng what has been dubbe
ed the “reprroducibility ccrisis” July 300 at the 2017 Joint Statistical
Meetingss (JSM) in Baaltimore.
“The source of the crrisis has been attributed
d to lack of toools for reprroducibility o
or p‐values aand
hypothessis testing,” notes Leek. “I believe th
here’s an alteernative exp
planation: th
hat data analysis
is a humaan behavior,, and we und
derstand it relatively
r
poorly.” Leek p
proposes data science b
be
studied “as
“ a science
e” and the sttatistics com
mmunity cam
mpaign for m
more statisticcs education,
rather th
han focusing on a specific tool or me
easure of significance. Th
he co‐editorr of the journ
nal
Biostatistics and contributor to the
t blog Simp
ply Statisticss, Leek has lo
ong advocatted for greatter
understaanding and access to shaared curricula, compatibbility and edu
ucation reseearch.
“Top scie
ence journals routinely publish
p
ridicu
ulous, scienttifically implausible claim
ms and justiffy it
based on
n p<0.05,” saaid Gelman. This in turn calls into quuestion all so
orts of moree plausible, b
but
not necessarily true, claims that are supportted by this saame sort of evidence.” A
Among Gelm
man’s
many foccus areas, he
e’s performe
ed research into survey m
methods, exxperimental design and
statisticaal inference. In light of th
he distrust of
o p‐values, G
Gelman posits whether eexperimentaal
science in
nvolving hum
man variatio
on should sim
mply start ovver and prop
poses that Bayesian
inference
e could supp
ply a solution
n.
Since its publication in March 20
016, the ASA
A’s policy stattement on sstatistical siggnificance an
nd p‐
values—a guidance document
d
co
ontaining principles on tthe proper u
use and interrpretation of the
p‐value—
—has been viewed more than 198,00
00 times, a ttestament to
o the widesp
pread concern
for repro
oducible rese
earch shared
d by professiionals in bussiness, acadeemia and go
overnment
througho
out the statisstical and brroader scientific commuunity.
Media caan attend JSM
M for FREE, but must prre‐register byy emailing Jiill Talley, ASA
A public
relations manager, at jill@amstaat.org.

###

About JSM 2017
JSM 2017 is the largest gathering of statisticians and data scientists in the world, taking place
July 29–August 3, 2017, in Baltimore. Occurring annually since 1974, JSM is a joint effort of the
American Statistical Association, International Biometric Society (ENAR and WNAR), Institute of
Mathematical Statistics, Statistical Society of Canada, International Chinese Statistical
Association, International Indian Statistical Association, Korean International Statistical Society,
International Society for Bayesian Analysis, Royal Statistical Society and International Statistical
Institute. JSM activities include oral presentations, panel sessions, poster presentations,
professional development courses, an exhibit hall, a career service, society and section business
meetings, committee meetings, social activities and networking opportunities.
About the American Statistical Association
The ASA is the world’s largest community of statisticians and the oldest continuously operating
professional science society in the United States. Its members serve in industry, government
and academia in more than 90 countries, advancing research and promoting sound statistical
practice to inform public policy and improve human welfare. For additional information, please
visit the ASA website at www.amstat.org.
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